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Jagti Veterans beats Jammu
Veterans by 7 wickets

1st Maharaja Hari Singh Memorial One-Day Series concludes

Unconquered Aarav grabs MoS, best batsman
awards as Tawi Cricket Academy lifts title

*Abhay-Shivam, Vikas-Nitin pairs script wins in Badminton
Earlier, Jammu Veterans
skipper Titoo Ganju won the
JAMMU, July 8: Cricket toss and decided to bat first.
lovers, enthusiasts in particular Batting first, Jammu Veterans
and the spectators in general scored a good total of 139 runs
Excelsior Sports Correspondent

Veteran cricketers including leaders of PK posing for a group
photograph at Jagti on Thursday.
were delighted to watch prominent Kashmiri Pandit leaders-Dr
Agnishekhar and Dr Ajay
Chrungoo testing their cricketing skills amid scorching heat in
the one-off exhibition Veterans
Cricket Match as Jagti Veterans
tamed roaring Jammu Veterans
by 7 wickets in the ongoing PK's
Annual Sports Extravaganza at
Jagti near here today.
In the Badminton tournament, the pair of Abhay Bhat &
Shivam Razdan and the duo of
Vikas & Nitin defeated their
rivals convincingly to move into
the next round.
The event is being organised
by Panun Kashmir with an
objective to help youth get rid of
fear and tension caused by the
ongoing global Coronavirus
pandemic, besides helping them
hone their sporting skill.

in the stipulated 15 overs.
Sanjay Raina coming in lowerdown the order at number-7, top
scored with power-packed 59
runs, studded with 6 fours and 4
massive sixes, while Ravish
Handoo and Dr Ajay Chrungoo
contributed 31 and 18 runs to the
total respectively. Ravish hit 5

10 Indian para shooters qualify
for Tokyo Paralympics
NEW DELHI, July 8:
Indian para shooters, including two women, have booked an
unprecedented 10 quota places
for the Tokyo Paralympics
beginning August 24.
The shooters were picked
during a selection committee
meeting on Thursday here.
"This is the first time that 10

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE OFFICER,
MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, RAMBAN
EXTENSION OF DATE OF TENDER NOTICE

No:-MC/R/2021/312-18

Dated : 06-07-2021

The last date of sale of documents and last date of
receipt of tenders issued vide No. MC/R/20121/297-306
dated 01.07.2012 is extended upto 10.07.2021 and
14.07.2021 (upto 14.30 p.m.) respectively.
Sd/Vishwa Jeet (JKAS)
Chief Executive Officer
DIP/J--1484-P/21
Date : 08.07.2021

boundaries in his innings while
Chrungoo smashed 2 fours in his
knock. For Jagti Veterans, Pyare
Lal was the pick of the bowlers,
who took 3 important wickets,
while Padroo claimed 2 wickets.
In reply, Jagti Veterans
chased the target easily in 9.2
overs by losing 3 wickets, thus
won the match by 7 wickets.
Surinder Bhat top scored with
61 runs, hitting 11 fours and 2
sixes, while Anil Zutshi contributed 25 runs to the total. For
Jammu Veterans, Rahul took 2
wickets and Sanjay Raina
claimed one.
Meanwhile,
in
the
Badminton tournament, the pair
of Abhay Bhat and Shivam
Razdan prevailed over the duo
of Manas Pandita and Ronak
Pandita (2-1) by 21-13, 23-21,
while in another doubles match,
the pair of Vikas and Nitin
defeated the duo of Rajan and
Shivam in two straight sets (2-0)
by 21-11, 21-13.
The event is being held
under the supervision of Susheel
Pandita and Pyare Lal.

Municipal Council
Ramban

shooters have been able to
achieve the required benchmark
for the qualification. Till the
Tokyo Paralympics, only one
quota of shooter could be
achieved but this time shooters
grabbed 10 quotas," a release
from the Paralympic Committee
of India said.
"Scores of Para Shooters
from May 2018 to 5th July 2021
in International competitions,
National Championship and
Selection trials were taken for
consideration."
Reacting to the selection of
the para shooters, Paralympic
Committee of India president,
Deepa Malik said: "Rubina
Francis has qualified for the
Tokyo Paralympics with a world
record while Avani Lekhara has
qualified for all four wheelchair
shooting events which is great
achievement."
"It is a great achievement and
a result of hardwork of the coaches and the shooters," added the
50-year-old, who had claimed a
silver medal at the 2016
Paralympics in shot put. (PTI)
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Winning team posing for a group photograph at Akhnoor on
Thursday.

Happy Memorial Cricket Tourney

Jourian Warriors beats Tacharwan
Tigers, sails into semi-finals
Excelsior Sports Correspondent match was decided in the superover, wherein Jourian Warriors
JAMMU, July 8: Jourian made 15 runs and registered
Warriors trounced Tacharwan empathic win over their oppoTigers in super-over match and nent. Hritick scored 31 runs,
sailed into semi-finals round of while Pankaj Sharma and Sachiv
the ongoing Happy Memorial contributed 33 and 22 runs
Cricket Tournament, being respectively and Munna made
played at Government Higher 26 runs for Tacharwan Tigers.
Secondary School Akhnoor,
For Jourian Warriors, Sonu
here today.
took four wickets, Arvind
Tacharwan Tigers won the clinched hat trick and Randeep
toss & decided to field first. Singh got two wickets.
Batting first, the Jourian
In super-over, Tacharwan
Warriors scored 144 runs by los- Tigers scored 12 runs by losing
ing eight wickets in stipulated one wicket, whereas the oppo20
overs
wherein Anil nent team chased it in five balls
Chowdhary and Sandeep Singh with the help of opening batscontributed 33 and 34 runs man, Anil Choudhary.
respectively, while Randeep
Anil
Chowdhary
was
Singh and Sonu scored 19 and declared as man of the match for
15 runs respectively. From his outstanding batting. Vikas
bowling side, Sachiv Sharma Bali and Rajinder Sharma acted
got three wickets, while MP as umpires, while Manav Mehta
Singh clinched two wickets and and Lucky Mehta were scorers.
Pankaj, Deepu and Rohit shared
The tournament is being
one wicket each.
organized by Ravi Verma and
In reply, the Tacharwan Aryan Gupta under the overall
Tigers scored 144 runs by losing supervision of Kr Sham Singh
nine wickets in 20 overs and the Langeh.
match remained tie and result of

Fans banned at Olympics;
Tokyo under state of emergency
TOKYO, July 8:
Fans were banned from the
pandemic-postponed
Tokyo
Olympics which will open in
two weeks, following a state of
emergency
on
Thursday,
Olympic Minister Tamayo
Marukawa told the Japanese
news agency Kyodo.
The ban was announced by
the International Olympic
Committee and Japanese organisers, reducing the games to a
made-for-TV event.
Fans from aboard were

OFFICE OF THE TEHSILDAR PAHALGAM
Subject-Land alienation case of 1.Shri Shuban Krishan Jotshi, 2. Shri Makhan Lal Jotshi, 3.
Shri Bushan Lal Jotshi, Sons of Late Shri Kanth Jotshi, 4. Kanta Devi W/o Late Shri Kanth
Jotshi, 5. Smt Jeeta Kumari, 6. Smt Sohini Pandita daughters of Jagan Nath all residents
of village Siligam of Tehsil Pahalgam, District Anantnag at present Migrants.

NOTICE
The above titled migrant land alienation case for land measuring o4 Kanals 07 marlas falling
under Khasra No. 206, Khewat No. 154, Khata No. 403 situated at village Siligam of Tehsil
Pahalgam, District Anantnag is under process in this office for grant of permission in favour
of Safiya Banoo w/o Late Noor Mohd Khan R/o Ranbirpora Tehsil Mattan District Anantnag
(Alienee /Vendee) through his legal attorney holder namely, Mr Ishtiaq Noor Khan S/o Noor
Mohd Khan R/o Ranbirpora Tehsil Mattan District Anantnag, under Section 3 of J&K, Migrant,
Immovable Property Preservation. Protection and Restrain on Distress Sale Act, 1997. The
irrevocable General Power of Attorney has been executed on 29th of January 2018 under
registration No: 5352 Page No: 98 attested by the Sub-Registrar 3rd Addl Munsiff Jammu and
register No 1075, Certificate No: E0292018K151 (GRN No: 42296318) registered on 29th of
November 2018 executed at Faridabad. If anybody is having any objection regarding the sale
of this piece of land, he may furnish his/her objections in writing before the Tehsildar
Concerned / Deputy Commissioner Anantnag/Div Commissioner Kmr Srinagar personally or
through his authorized agent within 15 days from the date of publication of this notice. After
expiry of the date no claim shall be entertained.
No: TSgw/OQ/190-92
Sd/Dated: 15/06/2021
Tehsildar Pahalgam

DIP/J-3504/21
Dated: 8-7-2021

DIP/J-1497-P/21
Dt. 8-7-2021

DIP/J-1473-P/21
Dt: 7-7-2021

banned months ago, and the new
measures
announced
by
Japanese
Prime
Minister
Yoshihide Suga will clear venues around Tokyo — indoor and
outdoor — of any fans at all.
The emergency declaration
made for a rude arrival in Japan
for IOC President Thomas Bach,
who landed in Tokyo on
Thursday just hours before the
new measures were announced.
He was to spend three days in
self-isolation at the five-star
hotel that lodges IOC members.
Suga said the state of emergency would go into effect on
Monday and last through August
22. This means the Olympics, opening on July 23 and running through
August 8, will be held entirely under
emergency
measures.
The
Paralympics open on August 24.
"Taking into consideration
the impact of the delta strain,
and in order to prevent the resurgence of infections from spreading across the country, we need
to step up virus prevention
measures," Suga said.
Suga, who had long favoured
fans, hinted at a no-fan
Olympics in announcing the
state of emergency. (PTI)

JAMMU, July 8: Displaying
his skill and talent, unconquered
young batsman Aarav Mahajan
missed 3rd consecutive ton by a
whisker, scoring magnificent 95
runs to help Tawi Cricket
Academy
(TCA)
crush
Udhampur Cricket Academy
(UCA) by 9 wickets in the third
and final match of the 1st
Maharaja Hari Singh Memorial
3-Match One-Day Series, organized jointly by UCA and TCA at
Country
Cricket
Stadium
Gharota, near here today.
Earlier, batting first, UCA
scored a modest total of 162
runs in 37.4 overs. Divansh top
scored with 38 runs, while Ritik
and Nikhil contributed 24 and
15 runs to the total respectively.
Leg-spinner Kartik Mehra was
the wrecker-in-chief, who
scalped 5 important wickets by
conceding 39 runs in his 9 overs,
while Nishchay bagged 2 wickets.
In reply, TCA once again
rode on the brilliance of Aarav
Mahajan and chased the target
easily in 19.5 overs. Aarav who
scored back to back tons in the

Aarav Mahajan receiving Man of the Series award during final
match at Country Cricket Stadium Gharota in Jammu on Thursday.
first two matches, missed the 3rd Mahajan; man of the match,
consecutive ton by a whisker, Kartik Mehra; best bowler,
scoring 95 runs with the help of Bhuvnesh Sharma and best all19 crispy boundaries. Vanshaj rounder, Damanpreet Singh.
contributed unbeaten 51 runs
Ashwani Gupta, former Fist
with the help of 10 boundaries. Class cricketer also visited the
For UCA, Ranveer took the venue and interacted with young
lone wicket to fall.
cricketers during the valedictory
The winners and runners-up function. He was accompanied
teams were presented trophies by Sandeep Singh Sunny, forby Rajan Singh Happy, president mer Ranji Trophy cricketer,
Yuva Rajput Sabha Jammu in an Vikrant Sharma, Director of
impressive and colourful func- Country Cricket Academy and
tion.
Vivek Sharma, former Ranji
He also presented special Trophy player and MD of the
awards to the man of the series Academy.
and best batsman to Aarav

Pressure on Harmanpreet to engineer batting turnaround in T20s
NORTHAMPTON, July 8:
India skipper Harmanpreet
Kaur would be aiming to overcome her prolonged form slump
and provide a much-needed boost
to the struggling batting line-up in
the opening T20 International
against formidable hosts England
here tomorrow.
England lead the multi-format
series 6-4 after a drawn Test and a
2-1 score-line in ODIs.
Barring Mithali Raj's remarkable consistency in ODIs, the
Indian batting was a disappointment and it is something that the
team would want to correct in the
three T20s.
India's top two performers in
ODIs -- Mithali and Jhulan
Goswami -- will be seeing the
action from the sidelines.
Harmanpreet, who has not
scored a fifty in the shortest format since November 2018, will
have to lead from the front.
Both the openers -- Shafali
Verma and Smriti Mandhana -are in good touch but the team is
expecting more consistency from

them, especially from the vicecaptain.
The standout performer of the
tour -- Sneh Rana -- is set to play
her first T20 since February 2016.
Richa Ghosh, another 17year-old in the team alongside
Shafali, is also likely to feature in
the playing eleven having done
well in the home series against
South Africa.
The Indian batters were guilty
of consuming too many dot balls
in ODIs but it is something they
can't afford to do in the shortest

format.
"Since the ODIs, the focus in
the nets has been on strike rotation, variations of pace bowlers
and playing situations. The bowling and fielding showed big
improvement but the batters need
to step up. Hopefully, they will," a
BCCI official said.
India are yet to see the pitch as
they have been training in
Leicester but irrespective of the
conditions, they will need to post
at least 150 to challenge a team
like England. (PTI)

Toppers of Class 12th
Harmanpreet Singh, S/o
Prabhjot
Singh
and
Kulvinder
Kour, student
of
SRML HSS
Parade,
Jammu,
w
h
o
secured
98.6 percent
marks and stood 3rd in
Faculty of Science.

Mansha Baldotra, D/o
Narinder Kumar Baldotra and
N e e l a m
Devi, student
of
Dewan Devi
H
S
S
Rajpura
Mangotrian,
Jammu,
who secured
98.2 percent marks and stood
5th in Faculty of Commerce.

